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Project Abstract
This project utilizes engaging, strategic games to teach players about counter-terrorism tactics. The games teach
the methods and mindsets of terrorist tactics as well as how to contend with them as players face oﬀ against each










The following games have been produced from this project:
Contagion
Players compete to spread their ideology and gain loyalty from
at least half of the region they are operating in.  Players have
limited resources to use to either increase the loyalty of the
people to their ideology or decrease the loyalty to the other
player’s ideology.
Goals
Learn how quickly ideologies can spread and gain traction
Learn how to combat a rival ideology before it gets out of control
Here’s a teaser for the game:
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Follow The Money
One player takes on the role of the State and one the role of the
Terrorist.  The Terrorist’s job is to get money from a funding
terrorist to various members of the terrorist cell.  Once the
leader of the terrorist cell gets enough money, the Terrorist
player wins.  The State player is trying to follow money
transactions to see which ones are heading to the terrorists and
either stop the money from reaching them or trying to
determine which terrorist is the leader and arrest him.
Goals
Learn how money travels through Hawala and Bank
networks to reach terrorists
Learn how to reveal a terrorist organization’s ﬁnancial
network
Here’s a teaser for the game:
Period of Performance:May 2013 to Sep 2013
Tags:Game-Based Training
Focus Area:Visual Simulation and Game-based Technology
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